TYPE

275N SOLAS/MED Dual Chamber Inflatable Lifejacket/PFD
USES

DATREX Trident 275N SOLAS/MED
dual chamber lifejacket is a high buoyancy commercial grade
SOLAS approved inflatable PFD mostly used on mega yachts and commercial marine applications.
Designed for offshore use, this jacket is made to be worn comfortably as part of your attire while working out at sea. The DATREX 275N allows for full mobility over clothing and has a reduced profile. DATREX
Trident 275N fits comfortably over layers of clothing with double crotch straps. The exterior is made from
a rugged dark cover that hides stains and dirt while the reflective and high visibility trim keeps you
visible during day and night. The neoprene neckline adds comfort and reduces skin chafing.
Dual chamber is for added safety at sea with one fully Hammar automatic hydrostatic inflator and a
backup manual inflator. Hammar inflator is superior to other mechanism as it will not inflate
accidentally due to moisture intrusion. It only inflates when water pressure is sensed . In addition to two
Hammar inflators, both chambers are equipped with oral inflation tubes. Datrex Trident 275 includes a
water activated lifejacket light, a whistle, buddy line, retroreflective tape and a hi-vis lifting loop for
added safety while in water.
- Optional equipment that can be added to this product are MOB devices and sprayhood.
- Hammar inflators have 60 month worry free shelf life.

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM NO.
DX275SHBJ
USE
TYPE
Buoyancy
Inflation System
CONTENT
PACKAGE WEIGHT
PACKAGE DIMENSIONS
INSPECTION/WARRANTY

Offshore / international waters
Inflatable dual chamber offshore SOLAS jacket
275N
Hammar Hydrostatic with 2 x 60g CO2 cylinders
1 SOLAS PFD, 1 SOLAS light, 1 reusable carry bag
4 lbs ( 1.81 kg)
11 x 23 x 2.5 inches (28 x 58.5 x 6.4 cm)
Annually/One Year Warranty

BARCODE NO. 00816664020175

APPROVAL/COMPLIANCE
IMO SOLAS MED approvals, RINA 0474-18
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